
































































































































































115. OUR 

[ar]: 40 [aor]: 36 ('aoar]: 23. 
Plus one more. 

116. GUARANTEE

['greJanti]: 49 ['gE:Janti]: 26 ['gE:Jnti]: 18. 
Plus three others. 

118. WHEELBARROW

['wilbE:Jou]: 38 l'wilbreJou]: 25 ['MilbESJou]: 14 ['wilbeJa]: 6 !'wilbreJa]: 4 

['wilb8Jou] Who uses this form with /8/ instead of /re/? 

WL The young (57%), the males (36%), and SES IV (42%) have the top scores, and 
there is polarization between YM-1 (62%) and OF-IV (0%). 

VA Once again, the young (65%) and the males (46%) have the highest scores but this 
time SES I and SES Ill are highest, both having 47%. There is polarization between 
YM-1 (80%) and OM-IV (0%). 

['wilbreJou] Who uses this form with /re/? 

WL The middle age group (34%), the males (29%), and SES I (30%) show the highest 
scores. 

VA The old (33%), the females (23%), and SES IV (25%) are the top scorers. 

['Milbrerou] Who still has the voiceless wh /hw/? 

WL the old (26%), the females (13%), and SES IV (17%) have the hi,:;hest scores for 
initial /hw/. 

120. LIBRARY

['larbJEJi]: 49 ['larbJeJi]: 21 ['laibJi]: 17 ['larbeJi]: 9 ['larbE:Ji]: 5. 
Plus two others. 

['larbJE:Ji] Who uses the profile? 
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669. Yesterday he drank 3 glasses of milk. 
670. Yesterday he drunk 3 glasses of milk. 

673. Today he has already drank 2 glasses of milk. 
674. Today he has already drunk 2 glasses of milk.
675. Today he has already drunken 2 glasses of milk.

677. Boughten bread isn't as tasty as homemade.
678. Bought bread isn't as tasty as homemade.

681. There's 8 eggs in the fridge.
682. There are 8 eggs in the fridge. 
683. There're 8 eggs in the fridge. 

685. I've often brung them home with me. 
686. I've often brought them home with me. 
687. I've often broughten them home with me.

689. Mary is sitting between John and /. 
690. Mary is sitting between John and me.

693. Just between you and me, I think she's wrong. 
694. Just between you and I, I think she's wrong.

697. Me and Helen are going shopping.
698. Helen and me are going shopping. 
699. Helen and I are going shopping.

701. I'm always short of money, aren't I?
702. I'm always short of money, am I not?
703. I'm always short of money, ain't I?

705. Yesterday he laid in the sun for 3 hours. 
706. Yesterday he lay in the sun for 3 hours.
707. Yesterday he lied in the sun for 3 hours.

709. My house is very different to yours. 
710. My house is very different than yours. 
711. My house is very different from yours. 

713. There are less people here today than yesterday.
714. There are fewer people here today than yesterday.

717. He gave it to Tom and I. 
718. He gave it to Tom and me.
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2.3 Analysis of the results 

As a result of the tests of slgnilTcance, lhe null t,ypothesis (of no significant co-variation 
between Independent and dependent variables) was not conf1m1ed. Co-varialion, 
therefore, can be said -to exist between these linguistic variants and the social llnd 
reglonal factors involved. For many of the items, in fact, the p-value was much less 
than .01, indicating lhat there was a reasonably �lfrn chance of lack of association with 
the linguistic value in question (for tests of significance, Fasold 1984; see also Davis 
and Houck 1992: 118). For the significant factors it is possible, then, to assess the 
relative frequency of co0ocollrrence of each explanatory sociological variable with the 
linguistic variables in order to ascertain 010 extent of an Individual factor's Influence. 

For the set of phonological variables, lhe 'factors signifieant in lhe usage of the standard 
value were ranked In terms of their repeated appearance: in the resulting list, location 
was first, age next, U1en gender and socio-economic status. Lool<ing back to Table 1, 
we see then the importance of location or geographio area lo phonological variability 
(see de Wolf 1990a). In 7 of the 8 variables, (ing), (ei). (Al.I), (o). (ntV), Ou).and (VIV), 
or almost 90%, region was significant. For the weighted average across style, major 
area differences of 20% or more were present in half of the 8 variables, i.e., the 
Canadian diphthongs (Au) and (ai). the v.ariable (o), and (lng) which Indicates much 
geographic variation (Wells 1982), and also some grammatical conditioning according 
to Labov (1989). However, as Illustrated in Table 3, six of the 8 phonrnogical variables 
investigated showed significant influence by age. In particular, the(e were large 
generational differences in use of the variables .(hw) and (VtV). 

With respect to the grammatical iten,s, Table 4 summarizes the strong Influence of 
socio-economic status as an explanatory variable in the analysis of these varian.ls. As 
a comparison of Tables 3 and 4 Will show, for 75% of lhe phonological variables and 
87% of the variable. grammatical Items. age was a significant faclor.9 
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